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ENCAUSTICS

REPURPOSING THE ARCHITECTURE OF INSECTS
Art has substance, literally. This substance, or medium,
can take any form, including products manufactured by
fellow animals. Of the world’s animal-derived media, it is
the wax of honey bees (Apis spp.) that has most
profoundly impacted artists, particularly those creating
encaustics. The honey bee is a builder and an architect,
and the wax comb constructed by a society of honey bees
transcends a bodily product; it serves as the substrate
that houses and shelters brood and food, and the platform
for all of the nest activities, including dancing, which can
communicate the location of food to nestmates.
Artists have resourcefully sampled from countless humans
and nonhuman animals in the pursuit of their creations.
Artists have used living and dead bodies, body parts,
organs, tissues, cells, bodily fluids (blood, excreta,
carminic acid in cochineal extract) and outgrowths
(feathers, nails, hair). Examples of such works include ant
colonies displacing colored sand, a preserved shark in a
tank, the incorporation of tanned pig hides, and textiles
dyed with cochineal.
At least as innovative a pursuit can be the co-opting of
animal products that were originally secreted or
constructed for use by the animals themselves. Some
animals secrete bodily fluids that supply nutrition, or that
protect their own bodies. Artists sample nutritious
secretions when taking milk from cows (casein paint; Le
Luxe II by Henri Matisse) or honey from honey bees (binder,
or main focus of work; Honey Pump by Joseph Beuys 1).
Entire museums house art made of exudates produced by
insects to protect themselves, including silk from moths 2,3
and lacquer from lac bugs 4,5. Many nonhuman animals are
architects 6, and artists occasionally collaborate with these

architects or appropriate their creations, using the
silk-woven cases constructed by caddisfly larvae 7, the
cocoons of silkworm moths 8, webs of spiders 9,10, paper
nests of wasps 11, and nests of birds 12. The architecture of
innumerable other animals holds unrealized potential for
the human artist, from mud dauber wasp nests to beaver
dams.
Of all the animal sources for art media, many of which arise
from insects 13-15, it is the wax comb of honey bees that is
the most versatile, malleable, and magnificent of
nonhuman animal constructs. Wax can be melted,
reshaped, sculpted, pigmented, and indefinitely reused. A
wax work can encase elements, or resemble a palimpsest
in its layered translucency. Stingless bees (e.g., Trigona
spp.) produce wax as nest construction material that has
been used in rock art and figurines in Australia 16,17 and
pre-Columbian sculpture using the lost-wax process in
Latin America 18. Honey bees (Apis spp.), however, produce
the intricate combs of wax much of the world associates
with beeswax (Figs. 1,2), and to which encaustics owes its
greatest debt.

Figure 1. Freshly constructed wax comb by Western honey bees
(Apis mellifera). Photograph by Barrett Klein.

Figure 2. Parallel sheets of comb with honey bees (A. mellifera).
Photograph by Barrett Klein.

What begins as scales, produced from eight wax glands
and projecting from the bellies of honey bee workers (Fig.
3), is the material that has lit cathedrals for centuries,
sealed goods from food to formal decrees, and made
possible art techniques that have helped shape our
appreciation of the world. Western honey bee (A. mellifera)
wax primarily consists of hydrocarbons and esters, but
includes an estimated 300 chemical constituents 19. Paired
wax glands produce scales, each of which is extracted
from a pocket on the underside of the abdomen by spines
forming a brush on the hind leg 20. Wax is passed from hind
leg to mouth, where the bee chews wax clumps until
softened before adding them to the comb 21. Wax
production is costly, with 1,100 scales yielding one gram 22
and one gram yielding 20 cm 2 of comb surface 23.
Art.Science.Gallery., under the direction of Hayley
Gillespie, and International Encaustic Artists (IEA) have
partnered to assemble The Buzz Stops Here, an exhibit
focusing on the science and conservation of bees in which
encaustic artists reflect on the very material with which

their art is primarily defined. Seventeen pieces by twelve
artists are featured. Each piece concerns bees and uses
hot wax painting in some form. How an artist used
beeswax varied, with artists either (1) recycling, by
presenting a modified version of the original wax comb, (2)
replicating, manufacturing a replica of the comb, or (3)
repurposing the wax with no evidence of the original comb
structure. All three approaches are on display in this
exhibit, sometimes in combination.
Recycling of actual comb exists most conspicuously in
three works, each of which uses an apiculturist’s frame as
canvas. Patti Akesson’s Waggle Dance (Angle) and Waggle
Dance (Pattern) each display schematic representations of
a honey bee’s waggle dance, in which a forager can
communicate to her nestmates the direction and distance
to an advertised site, while Beate Kratt’s Traces offers a
more philosophical look at the lives of the bees.
Replication, or biomimicry, is uniquely represented by
Candace Law’s Seeking Insight II, with a human attempt to
learn from and duplicate honey bees’ comb-building
engineering feat. The remaining works have repurposed
the comb by using the melted wax to convey bee-related
messages.

Figure 3. Honey bee (A. mellifera) with wax scales projecting from the
ventral side of her metasoma (posterior body region), against white (left) and
in a hive (right). Photographs by Helga Heilmann, photographer with the
BEEgroup, University of Würzburg (www.beephotos.de).

Art.Science.Gallery. and IEA have composed an exhibit
thematically
concentrating
on
the
science
and
conservation of bees during a time when bee species are
under notable threat by a suite of stress-inducing factors,
including parasites, pesticides, and lack of flowers 24. Many
of the artists’ works reflect a concern based on these
factors. Among these, Erin Anfinson imaginatively depicts
fantastical visions of parasitism in the Collapse series and
Harriette Tsosie offers a pesticide-haunted elegy to honey
bees in The Dead Bee Scrolls Triptych.
The Buzz Stops Here represents a variety of perspectives
and inspirations tied to bees, well beyond the threat of
colony collapse disorder and bees’ declining health.
Barbara Walton found inspiration by directly observing a
swarm of honey bees for three days (Swarm #1 and Swarm
#2). Anastessia Bettas found her direction when
researching a scientific account of honey bee navigation
by Cheeseman et al. 25 (Bee Journey). Taking a completely
different approach, Phaedra Taylor chose to probe the rich
folklore and fairy tales of honey bees to produce her
dreamlike Telling the Bees.
It may be worth noting the fitting irony that melting down
one of nature’s grandest works of engineering and
architecture is at the core of creating each work of
encaustics. The beautiful works celebrating the lives and
plight of bees in this exhibit are a testament to our
appreciation of the pollinators, the honey-makers, and the
architects who form societies that, in some ways, are more
highly derived than our own. Art can educate and inspire,
and by recycling, replicating, or repurposing the very
material produced by species in trouble, artists can more
intimately explore issues and challenges we all face in an
environmentally uncertain future.
BARRETT ANTHONY KLEIN
University of Wisconsin – La Crosse
barrett@pupating.org
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